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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel 
AIN OD MILVADO

“Atah Horaisah L’daas, ki Hashem hu Ha’elokim, 
ain od milvado”

Following the bleak and dreary three weeks and Tisha B’Av 
we enter into a series of seven pacifying weeks that are called 
“Shivah D’nechamta”, seven weeks of consolation. On these 
Shabbosos the Haftoros that are read in shul describe how 
God sends his Nevi’im to give consolation to his suffering na-
tion. This week the haftorah famously begins, Nachamu Na-
chamu Ami, be comforted my people. 

But if you think about it you must ask yourself, just what 
is the consolation that we are supposed to feel? How can we 
feel consoled after the dark and bitter destruction that we have 
just gone through? What changed from just a few short days 
ago? What Necha,a is allowed here? What consolation has 
magically appeared? 

Thinking about this question I was reminded about a story 
I once read about the famous author and writer Stephen Dub-
ner.

 Stephen was the youngest of eight children in an industri-
ous, rambunctious, and above all, devoutly catholic family. 
His parents were true believers, their chosen faith extending 
to every corner of their lives. Well, they were not really Cath-
olics as they were inherently very Jewish; however they un-
fortunately converted to Catholicism when they were freshly 
married, locking away their pasts and leaving no room at all 
for their “old” religion. 

When Stephen reached his early twenties he discovered the 
truth of his family’s origins and started to excavate the history 
behind it. Along his journey his felt a powerful tug towards 
the religion that his parents had abandoned and began to pur-
sue it vigorously in his own way. As he struggled to under-
stand what was truly his and which religion he was to choose 
he writes of his first experiences in a shul:

“… The service, though was baffling: stand-
ing, bowing, moaning, no one in unison, cloud-
bursts of Hebrew, as intelligible to me as a cough-
ing fit,… What was I doing here?...I was utterly forlorn. 
             And then the Torah was brought out. Suddenly all the 
jabbering was reduced to an appreciative murmur. The air it-
self seemed to grow lighter, easier to breathe. The bulky Torah 
scroll, swaddled in its glittering cover like a child of royalty 
was… escorted down the aisle by an old man struggling hap-
pily beneath its weight… the men and boys up front hurried 
to greet it…I tumbled into a bone deep understanding. I too 
threw myself at the Torah, awkwardly scraping it with my fin-
gers, lifting my fingers to my lips. A resonance, a gratefulness, 
a relief, blistered its way inside me…”

Brushing aside the doubts that lingered inside him he saw 
in the Sefer Torah the true and pure spirit of Klal Yisroel. 
He comprehended the eternal bond which will forever reso-
nate within the soul of every living, breathing Jew, connecting 
them to Avinu Bashamayim. And it was at that moment that 
Stephen realized the truth of his lineage, the strength of his 
grandparent’s past and the certainty of his future.

I would like to suggest that this is also the essential idea 
underlying the Shivah D’nechamta. 

Let us take a look at how one of the greatest people of our 
nation’s history, R’ Akiva, reacted to the destruction of the 
Temple. Rabbi Akiva was renowned for his complete resil-
ience in the face of adversity, Rabbi Akiva displayed much of 
it in the aftermath of the Churban Bayis Sheni.

 The very last Gemarah in Makkos relates an astonishing 
heart rending incident that occurred not long after the Chur-
ban. R’ Akiva, Rabban Gamliel, R’ Elazar ben Azaria and R’ 
Yehoshua were walking towards Yerushalayim. When they 
reached the temple Mount they saw an animal, a fox, emerge 
from the Holy of Holies and they began to weep, but R’ Akiva 
just stood there and smiled.

 Incredulous at his happiness at the time of their intense sor-
row they questioned Rabbi Akiva’s reaction yet  he explained 
that there were two prophecies about the Beis Hamikdash that 
were once said as a combined, shared and dual prophecy. The 
prophet Michah foretold that Jerusalem will be plowed like a 
field and destroyed, yet beyond that there was another proph-
ecy that was told us that there would be better times ahead. 
That was when the prophet Zechariah saw that “Od yeshvu 
zekeinim u’zkeinos, b’rechovot Yerushalayim”, old men and 
women will yet sit once again in the streets of Jerusalem and 
the city will be filled with children playing in the streets. 

Rabbi Akiva explained that as long as he did not see the 
fulfillment of the first prophesy he was worried that the sec-
ond one would not be fulfilled either. However, now that he 
had tragically seen the fulfillment of the terrible first proph-
esy he realized that the second prophecy regarding the great 
and final Geulah will also come to an eventual fruition. Those 
words made a lasting impression on them and they turned to 
R’ Akiva and spoke those famous words “Akiva, Necham-
tanu, Akiva Nechamtanu”, Akiva you have comforted us.

The story is told of Napoleon walking through the streets 
of Paris one Tisha B’Av. As his passed a synagogue he heard 
the sounds of mourning and crying. “What’s this all about?” 
Napoleon asked. An aide explained that the Jews were in 
mourning the loss of their Temple. “When did this happen?” 
Napoleon asked. The aide replied, “About 1700 years ago.” 
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Napoleon said, “Certainly a people which has mourned the 
loss of their Temple for so long, will merit seeing it rebuilt!”

We sit on Tisha B’av contemplating the past but knowing 
that what was in the past has not ceased to exist. We dream on 
Tisha B’Av not for a flimsy and false hope but for a reality that 
was once and a reality which we are still connected to. The 
dream has not died, the connection has not been severed and 
the truth and pureness of the Torah and its Mitzvos continue to 
be the life-force and essence of what a Jew is all about.

This, I believe, is what Rabbi Akiva was telling the Tanaim. 
R’ Akiva was faced with this terrible tragedy yet he saw the 
glimmer of hope, the fact that all was never lost and the truth 
that lay within. With that inspiration he comforted the Rab-
bonim that were with him.

This past Tisha B’av I listened to a lecture by Rabbi Berel 
Wein wherein he points out the obvious. The nations of the 
world do not celebrate their losses. They don’t sit for millen-

nia reflecting on the days of destruction. We do. We have done 
so for hundreds of years. It’s part of who we are. 

Why? 
Perhaps it is not just a reflection of tragedy and loss but on 

the ability to rebuild. To know that things will get better. To 
understand that there is a poetic tapestry to our lives and to 
our nation’s history.  

The Slonimer Rebbe explains that the comfort that we can 
gain from this time is to realize that we have never fallen 
away from Hashem in a way that precludes our return to him. 
Even if we find ourselves in the direst of circumstances and 
things look bleak we still have a way to reach out and connect 
to God. The way to do that is to connect to the Mitzvos and 
the Torah. The bleakness was the despair of Tisha B’Av but it 
is during the seven weeks of consolation when we start over, 
as we are Mechazaik ourselves and start reconnecting to the 
Ribbon Shel Olam. 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: HAVING CHILDREN DO MELACHA FOR YOU ON SHABBOS
R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: How old does a child have to be to keep Shabbos?

A: While a male is considered an adult by age 13 and a female 
by age 121 there is still an obligation on the parent to train a 
child from the age of around 5 or 6 to keep all mitzvos. This 
obviously applies to all halachos of Shabbos as well. 

Q: Does the same obligation to train a  5 or 6 year old 
apply to all the commandments of Shabbos?

A: One is obligated to train children aged 5 or 6 to keep all 
positive commandments. Some examples if these mitzvos 
as’aih of Shabbos are:

	honoring Shabbos2 (cleaning, bathing, setting up 
home/room etc.)

	wearing festive festive clothing3

	listening to kiddush4 by night and by day5

	eating three meals (in the event that the child went to 
sleep too early for the Friday night seudah he should 
eat three meals during Shabbos day6)

	lechem mishnah7 (if a child eats alone)

	hearing havdalah (in the event that the child is 
sleeping at havdalah time many hold that unlike an 
adult, the child need not hear havdalah prior to eating 
breakfast on Sunday morning)8                     

In regards to training a child not to transgress a negative 
prohibition (mitzvas lo s’asaih), such as:

	turning a light on or off

	carrying outside of one’s domain

	turning an air conditioner on or off

	moving muktza items

the obligation is incumbent upon a parent for a child who is 
even younger then 5 or 6. Many hold that the age that one 
should train children to refrain from a negative commandment 
(lo s’asaih) is 4 years old.9

Q: While one must train a 5 year old to keep all positive 
commandments and a 4 year old to keep the negative one’s 
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R’ Heshy Kahan

as well, would one be allowed to tell a child younger then 4 
to do melacha for him on Shabbos?

A: The verse in Parshas Yisro10 states explicitly “Atah, 
U’bincha, U’bitecha...” that the obligation to keep Shabbos is 
upon you, your son and your daughter. Since all adult children 
(male 13/female 12) are included in “Atah”, the “sons and 
daughters” specified in the prohibition must be those that are 
younger then that. The poskim include children as young as 1 
and 2 to be included in this prohibition.11

Q: In what circumstances does the prohibition of “Atah, 
U’bincha U’bitecha...” apply?

A: If a young child under the age of 4 is desecrating the Shabbos 
for himself (i.e. gleefully turning a light switch on and off, 
playing with muktza toys, pushing buttons on a microwave 
to hear the beeping sound etc.) then there is obviously no 
prohibited Shabbos desecration. However if a child below 4 is 
commanded to or even gestured to do an issur for the parent  
then the chilul Shabbos taking place would actually be placed 
in the parents account and is prohibited.

Q: What are some examples of a parent transgressing the 
issur of “Atah, U’bincha, U’bitecha...”?A: If a parent were 
to ask or gesture to a young child, even below 4 years old, to:

(a) turn on a light

(b) start up the air conditioner

(c) switch off an alarm clock

(d) trap a bug

(e) turn on a fan

then he would be dealing with chilul Shabbos via this issur of 
“Atah, U’bincha, U’bitecha...”

Q: Are there any other situations where we see that one 
is not able to have a small child do melacha for an adult?

A: There are numerous sources for this issur, some of which 
are:

1) the mishna in Shabbos12 that mentions how one should 

not allow a small child to put out a fire (assuming that 
it is not life threatening) as he would be doing it for 
the sake of the adults

2) the Chasam Sofer who laments those who have their 
children carry their tallaisim to shul (where there is 
no Eruv) as it is an issur being done for the parent

3) The Magen Avraham13 who goes as far as to say that 
one cannot benefit post facto from any melacha that 
was done by a child

4) The M’eiri, who mentions how even if one were to 
intimate to do a melacha with a facial expression 
without actually asking, it would still be prohibited 
as the child knows he is doing the act for the parent

Q: Now that it’s established that that even a child below 
the age of 4 cannot do melacha for an adult as it thereby 
becomes the adults chilul Shabbos, may one give the item 
to a child if it will cause the child to do an issur, assuming 
that it is done for the sake of the child?

A: There is a separate concern with directly giving over to a 
child something ossur. This is colloquially termed “sapinin 
b’yadayim” (directly handing over to a child). This is learned 
out from the verse “lo sa’achilem...”, that not only is it 
prohibited form eating non-kosher food but one may not feed 
non-kosher food to a child as well. It is therefore prohibited 
to:

	 hand over a muktza toy to the child to play with

	directly give over a pekalah in a child’s hand for him 
to carry outside etc.

	give over the remote for an air conditioner in order for 
him to inevitably turn it on/off

	hand over an alarm clock for him to play with on the 
assumption that the off button will be pressed etc.

Q: What is included in “directly” handing over?

A: As mentioned above, placing in the child’s hands is sapinin 
b’yadayim, but merely putting it near the child or placing 
the child near the item would not be an issue.14 Therefore, 
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assuming that the child is not acting on behalf of the parent 
but is rather behaving out of regular juvenile instinct, one may 
place the child near a light, air conditioner, muktza toy etc. 
even if he will come to turn it on/off as, 

1. the child is acting on his own volition for himself

2. it is not being given over to him, rather he is taking it 
upon himself to do this act

Q: Is there any time that one may even directly give over 
to a child something on Shabbos that may be a possible 
transgression?

A: In a situation where one is stringent on something but 
doesn’t hold that it is actually prohibited then one may have 
a young child do the act for him as it is only bypassing 
a chumra15 as opposed to a real bona fide prohibition. It is 
therefore permitted to have a 3 or 4 year old child:

	play with lego, puzzles, deluxe scrabble

	open up bottles, cans, packaging 

	open up a refrigerator even while the motor is off

as if the parents refrain from doing so because they hold that 

it is a stringency and not a real prohibition it would be not be 
an issue. If however the parent does not do this act because 
they hold that it is a real issur (i.e. as some people hold that 
opening bottles and cans is a genuine prohibition of makeh 
b’patush) then one would be prohibited from giving this over 
to a child as well.

FOOTNOTES
1. Avos 5:24, M.B. 225:6
2. M.B. 250:3
3. S.A. 262:2
4. M.B. 269:1
5. S.A. 289:1
6. Rama 291:1
7. See Taz 678 and Chasam Sofer O.C. 46 who hold that its a bib-

lical requirement, M.A. 254:23 holds it’s rabbinic
8. Sefer Chinuch Yisroel pg. 99, SSK”h 58:20
9. Sh”ut Kavanas Halaiv 59:3, Likutai Halachos pg. 108
10. Shemos 20:10
11. See Mechilta who includes children who are even younger then 

a bar havana in this issur
12. 12a
13. 325:22
14. Igros Moshe Y.D. 2:9
15. Magen Avraham 304:2, Rama 259, see S’dai Chemed who 

mentions that a child may be lenient with keeping the strin-
gency of eating dried foods on Pesach 

R’ Heshy Kahan

“Jews and commissars, step forward!”
There were an estimated 15,000,000 prisoners of 

war in WW II. By far, the worst type to be was a Soviet POW 
in German captivity. And of course, the worst lot of those 
was that of the captured Jews in the Red Army. And their 
number was quite large. 

The were millions of captured Soviet soldiers, great 
numbers of them Jews. Hundreds of thousands were cap-
tured in the early, chaotic and disorganized weeks of the war. 
Stalin had only recently purged (and not for reasons having 
anything to do with competence) much of the senior ech-
elons of the military, leaving the Red Army unfocused and 
unprepared. 

In some places, the number of Soviet P.O.W.s was so 
great that the Germans could not handle them all, so as the 
columns of prisoners trudged along many thousands were 
just shot or run over by trucks and tanks to pare down the 
numbers. 

Upon reaching their places of captivity, they were lined 
up in ranks and the order was barked out, “Jews and  com-
missars step forward!”.  Those who stepped forward were 
taken to the side and immediately shot.  The German offi-
cers then scanned the ranks for Jewish-looking men, who 
were dragged out of line and shot.  Then they were usually 
required to lower their pants. Any Jew thus exposed would 
be tortured hideously before being killed, as a discourage-

Yerucham Reich
POLITRUK
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ment to anyone else from trying to hide his Jewish identity.  
The Jews in the Red Army knew that capture was a death 
sentence, but hiding their Jewishness changed that sentence 
from a quick death to a prolonged,  tortured, and humiliating 
one. In those earlier days of the war, it was sometimes pos-
sible for a prisoner later on to escape, so word went out about 
what happened to prisoners. 

Escaped P.O.W.s  in most armies who make it back are 
hailed as heroes, even coddled, at least for a while. In the 
insane world of the Soviet Union, prisoners of war who es-
caped or who were liberated by the Red Army were assumed 
to be traitors and collaborators. They were certainly no lon-
ger considered ideologically reliable. They were sent off to 
Soviet prison camps. Some were finally rehabilitated. Oth-
ers were returned to civilization, but with with black marks 
on their record, making employment in later years difficult. 
Many were never seen again. 

Escaped or surviving Jews were challenged by the au-
thorities: “How did you, a Yid, remain alive in German 
hands? You must be a traitor!”

There is a remarkable book, recently published by Yad 
Vashem, titled “Pariahs Among Pariahs”, by Aron Shneyer, 
detailing the sadly believable terrible history of the fate of 
captured Jewish Soviet soldiers. 

Not every Soviet Jewish soldier who fell into German 
hands was killed. There are remarkable stories of survival. 
Survival itself, for all Soviet prisoners, was rather unlikely: 
the majority died of  starvation, disease (usually typhus), ex-
posure, and the various cruelties perpetrated by the Germans, 
including gassing. The Germans made no pretense of observ-
ing the Geneva conventions for Soviet P.O.W.s.

Jews who grew up in the Asiatic regions of the So-
viet Union and who had a reasonable command of the na-
tive language of those regions sometimes managed to pass 
themselves off as Muslims, which explained their being cir-
cumcised. But that did not protect them from their Soviet 
“buddies”, their fellow prisoners who knew who they really 
were. 

Sometimes they were betrayed by Russians who were 
starving, and for a bit of food, pointed them out to the Ger-
mans. And sometimes they were betrayed, sometimes by 
Russians, most commonly by Ukrainians and Latvians or 
Lithuanians, just out of hatred. But there were also notable 
exceptions, in which gentile soldiers, of all nationalities, as 
well as civilians, put their own lives on the line to shield their 
Jewish compatriots. 

An interesting thing about the Ukrainians: they and the 

Germans often did not see each other as enemies. Rather, 
they saw each other as allies against the Russians. In fact, the 
Germans often let the captured Ukrainians go home. 

Another interesting thing: Propaganda is routinely used 
as a psychological weapon in war. Tokyo Rose, in a cooing 
voice broadcast to American soldiers fighting the Japanese, 
would appeal to them to reject the “lies” the American gov-
ernment was feeding them, to stop fighting and not throw 
their lives away. The Germans did the same, with Axis Sally. 
The GI’s, with only perhaps the rarest exceptions, laughed it 
off.  Not so the Russians. They often believed it. 

The German appeal to the Russians, and especially to 
the Ukrainians and the Baltics, was primarily an appeal to 
their predisposition to antisemitism. “Why are you fighting 
for the Kikes? They stay in the rear, in safety, while you face 
our might, suffer and die. Jews don’t fight. They send you to 
do it. They are all Communists, who only want to rule your 
lives. Join us against the common enemy, those exploiters, 
the Jews!”  These appeals often fell on receptive ears. Even 
when they did not sway Russians to quit fighting (it did sway 
many Ukrainians), many believed the propaganda about the 
Jews. Many believed that the Zhid doesn’t fight, shielding 
himself behind the Russian, even as in reality their Jewish 
comrades actually did fight and die alongside them. 

Parenthetically, a similar canard was a popular belief in 
the United States in those years, that Jews shirked military 
duty, and made money off the war while singing “Onward 
Christian Soldiers!” In fact, American Jews served in the 
army, and in combat, in the same proportion as their number 
in the population of the US. Echoes of that antisemitic rant 
can be heard today in the accusations that Jews in America, 
egged on by Israel, push for war, not for America’s sake, but 
for narrow Jewish interest, in which only “goys” will fight 
and die.  In the Red Army in World War II, Jews served and 
fought as a greater percentage of the army than their percent-
age of the general pollution. 

Many Ukrainians felt (as we can clearly discern from 
today’s headlines about the strife between Russia and the 
Ukraine) that they were dominated and unjustly ruled by So-
viet Russia, with imposed Communism, seizure of private 
property and, in the 1920’s mass starvation. And the grand-
children of Chmielnicki and the sons of Petlura had no trouble 
identifying the Jews among them, who figured prominently 
among the Communist apparatchiks, as their oppressors. Of 
course, they applied that identity as well to the vast majority 
of the Jews who had nothing to do with Communism. 

Chmielnicki, you will recall, the greatest  national “hero” 

Yerucham Reich
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of the Ukaraine, with many a town square named for him, in 
1648-52, as an expression of that Ukrainian nationalism, led 
wholesale torture and massacres of Jews that are among the 
worst and most barbaric in all of Jewish history, a calamity so 
terrible that it is remembered as another  Tisha B’Av. A latter 
day Ukrainian national hero, Petlura, led similar atrocities in 
1919, that left 200,000 Jews dead, 300,000 Jewish children 
orphaned, and 700 towns in which everything Jewish was 
destroyed and plundered. The mindset of many Ukrainians 
in 1941 connected to the hatred which spawned those massa-
cres. And aside from inherent, traditional savage Jew hatred, 
there brewed as well the perception, not always incorrect, 
that Jews played a significant role in imposing Russian Bol-
shevism on an unwilling Ukrainian population. 

In fact, sadly, Communism was one of those false mes-
siahs that large numbers of young Jews turned to in those 
times, forsaking, often with a vengeance, the God and the 
faith of their fathers. Moshe Rabbeinu was replaced with 
Karl Marx, who especially hated Judaism. 

In the 1920’s while Jews constituted 1.7% of the Soviet 
population, they were 4% of the Communist Party, 14.5% 
of the delegates to the Communist Party Congress of 1922, 
and 14.6% of the Communists in the Red Army, a percentage 
higher even than the Russians. They were the most politi-
cized ethnic group in the USSR.

Of course, it could not remain that way, and, in the way 
of such things, the Revolution devoured its own children, 
and with time, the Russian Communists turned on the Jews, 
purging, destroying, and often killing, those who had been 
their “useful idiots” in getting the whole thing going. 

But in 1941, especially in the highly politicized Red 
Army, with cadres of political officers whose job was politi-
cal supervision and motivation, even though they were actu-
ally a minority of such apparatchiks, the perceived face of 
that political commissar, or politruk, was too often a Jewish 
one. And so, when the Germans ordered, “Jews and commis-
sars step forward!” as horrible as that was to most normal, 
decent men in the ranks, and even though the vast majority 
of those victims were just plain people who happened to be 
Jews, not everyone mourned those victims. 

The tragic problem with Jews turning to the “false gods” 
of alien ideologies, tossing their own precious - and superior- 
legacy aside, is an age-old one. In fact, Moshe Rabbeinu ad-
dresses it in parashas V’Eschanan. 

In his parting admonition and moral legacy to B’nei Yis-
rael, Moshe reminds them that life, for the Jewish People, is 
only possible through clinging to God. And that clinging is 

accomplished not just through faith, but by careful adherence 
to the God-given laws and way of life that were designed by 
God for them as an elixir of life and wisdom, as revealed in, 
and mandated by, the Torah. 

Indeed, Moshe emphasizes, they should listen care-
fully, obey and perform faithfully, ki hee chochmaschem 
uvinaschem l’einei ha’amim, for this, the Torah, is your 
wisdom and your clever knowledge in the eyes of all the 
nations.  And if you, Israel, do your part, if you live it and 
place your faith in it, the nations of the word will declare, in 
wonder, “Oh, how great is this nation (Israel), whose God is 
so close to them, and what nation has laws and statutes and 
principle that are true and just as the Torah!?”

The Jew who believes he must elsewhere for wisdom 
and enlightenment is a benighted fool.

The sad history of Jewish recalcitrance is accompanied 
by the tragic history of Jewish suffering. There have been 
times, as clearly outlined in Tanach, where the latter clearly 
and obviously followed the former. The fault, and the painful 
result of that fault, should have been, and in the end were, 
obvious to all.  But for much of history, the cause and effect 
have not been so obvious, and thus the lesson that should be 
derived from suffering is a lesson not always learned. And 
thus, pious and God-fearing Jews have all too often suffered  
so badly and so often, that some could not withstand the test 
and looked elsewhere for salvation. 

Thus, the sad, tragic story of the ardent Bolsheviks 
among our people, the commissars and the politruks, the lib-
ertines and the apostates, the dropouts, the secularists and 
their equivalents of every generation. Let us try to find some 
excuse, or at least an explanation for them. It has been so, so 
hard. Not everyone can take it, and the God who created us 
knows that. 

In the end, it is not acceptable. But the God who metes 
out punishment also extends His divine hand to us in mercy, 
calls us to Him, hides His face but never quite abandons us 
altogether, even in the worst of times, and promises us, even 
in the depths of despair, that that despair will come to an end, 
that we will be comforted, that we will hear Him call to us, 
Nachamu, Nachamu Ami, be comforted, oh, be comforted, 
My beloved People. 
ובירושלים תנחמו 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas V’eschanan
Shabbos Nachamu 5777
Yerushalayim Ir Hakodesh

Yerucham Reich
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

The Torah states, “Only beware of yourself and greatly 
beware of your soul, lest you forget the things that 

your eyes have beheld and lest you remove them from your 
heart all the days of your life and make them known to your 
children and your children’s children. The day that you stood 
before Hashem, your G-d, at Horeb, when Hashem said to me, 
‘Gather the people to Me and I shall let them hear My words, 
so that they should learn to be in awe of Me all the days that 
they live on the earth, and they shall teach their children’” 
(Devarim 4:9-10). Even though our Sages have made direct 
warnings regarding one forgetting his Torah learning since 
one must beware for his soul, this is directed towards one 
which forgets as a result of removing his heart from the 
constant toil and review that is expected of him (Avos 3:10). 
Yet, as we learn in the Talmud (Bava Kamma 28b), if one 
forgets due to old age, sicknesses, or circumstances that are 
beyond his control, he would be absolved from responsibility.  

It is interesting that Pirkei Avos (3:10) would initially 
state that one who forgets his Torah learning causes his soul 
to become guilty. It is even more interesting that it brings the 
above verse (Devarim 4:9) as a proof. Is man’s forgetfulness 
in his hands? How many times do we try and fortify ourselves 
to remember certain things and we still end up forgetting 
despite our valiant efforts. What is even stranger is that the 
Mishnah in Pirkei Avots concludes by saying that a person 
is found guilty of this forgetfulness when he sits idly and 
removes Torah from his mind. The sefer Kerem David 
compares this to a question in the Talmud (Kiddushin 33a) 
where it discusses someone who closes his eyes in order not 
to have to rise for an Elder. The Talmud asks is this not the 
way of wicked people, than for what reason are we delving 
into the subject matter? The question is only based on the 
fact that they are evil and not one focused on the average 
individual. The same is held true here, why is the Mishnah 
focused on discussing forgetting Torah laws, if the seeming 
focus is one that is evil and is purposely removing Torah 
from his mind?

So in order to answer this, let us look at another part of 
the Talmud (Sanhedrin 106a) where it discusses the attack 
of Amalek on the Jews  in a place called Rephidim (Shemot 
17:20). What is this place Rephidim? Rabbi Yehoshua says 
that the word Rephidim comes from the word Rephui, which 
means “weaken”, alludes to the fact that the Jews allowed 
themselves to become weak in their Torah study. Rashi (1040-
1105) on this Gemarah comes to give us an unbelievable 
insight – when the Jewish people are weak in Torah study 
and mitzvot, their physical strength is directly affected, and 

this is why they could not ward off Amalek’s attack!
Additionally, the Talmud (Berachos 63a) states that 

all individuals who weaken their Torah learning, even in 
one commandment, will not be able to withstand  a day of 
suffering. What this means is that when a person relies on 
his wisdom and his memory, he may grow comfortable and 
believe that review and further study is no longer necessary. 
Even if this occurs in one area of his study, it is like a disease 
which spreads and will contaminate his entire structure of 
learning. He will grow haughty and arrogant and Hashem 
will punish him, by allowing that which he has acquired to 
slowly diminish and become lost. It is in this regard that one 
will have guilt on his soul, for immediately when one starts 
to have a diminished attachment to his Torah learning, then 
its observance becomes diminished as well. So the verse says 
“Beware of your souls”, is not just a directive for the wicked, 
rather it is a directive to all, in order to prevent the downward 
slide that can so easily occur, when one takes a lax attitude 
towards Torah study.

Once, a disciple of the Chidushei Harim (1798-1866) 
asked how he could remember his Torah studies better. The 
Rabbi turned to his student and asked in return, “Did you 
ever forget how to eat? Did you ever put a spoonful of food 
into your ear instead of into your mouth? No, this never 
happened to you – and why do you think that is? Because 
your life depends on eating and no one can forget what one 
needs in order to live! Similarly, when a person comes to the 
realization that Torah learning actually keeps him alive, he 
will never want to forget its life giving words”

The most important lesson to draw from this is that our 
existence and identity as a people is exactly equipoise with 
upholding Torah learning.

There is another way to view what we have been saying. 
It can also be that in the context of the this same Torah verse, 
yet it prescribes an approach of preserving a specific criterion. 
Rabbi Dov Zev Weinberger Shlita in his sefer Shemen Hatov 
(pg 254-255) expresses that it is not our in depth Torah study 
which this verse focuses on, but rather it is the basic precepts 
that we have learned on Horeb (Har Sinai) and our receipt of 
the Ten Commandments. This is why the verse discussing the 
Jews standing by Har Sinai directly follows the verse which 
commands a Jew to protect his soul.

The question is what is the basic fundamental tenants that 
we learned that day by Har Sinai? Additionally, how does one 
ensure that he will not forget it?

Rabbi Weinberger states that the Torah gives us answers 
for both. The Torah prescribes that each Jew is obligated to 
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SHABBOS NACHAMU; LESSON FROM THE HAFTORAH

This week begins the seven haftoras of consolation – 
“shiva dinechemta”. They contain the prophesies offer-

ing Klal Yisroel hope and comfort after the churban of the 
Bais Hamikdash. This week’s Haftorah, Nachamu Ami Yomar 
Elokeichem, is written in future-tense. The Medrash learns 
from this that the nechama wasn’t only for that generation 
post-churban, but Hashem continuously comforts us each 
year throughout our long Galus. 

The Novi says “and The honor of Hashem will be revealed, 
and all flesh will ‘together’ see, that Hashem is speaking”. 

Rav Chaim Shmulevitz in Sichas Musor (year 5731 # 12) 
brings a Medrash (Tamchuma parshas Nitzovim) that states 
as follows:

If a person takes a bundle of twigs, it’s impossible to break 
them while bundled together. But if he separates them, even 
a young child can break each one by itself. Same is with Klal 
Yisroel, we won’t be redeemed into Geulah until we are con-
nected together like one large bundle. 

This is the message of the Novi. When we will come to-
gether and as one large bundle we will come to recognize and 
to see Hashem, we are ready to be redeemed. 

On Rosh Hashana we daaven for the redemption and pro-
claim “we will come as ‘agudah achas’ , as one bundle, to do 
Hashem’s will. 

Indeed, the second Bais Hamikdash was destroyed because 
of ‘sinas chinam’ baseless hatred. If we want to rebuild the 
Bais Hamikdash and be redeemed, we need to correct this 
flaw. Understandably we need to come together as one con-
nected bundle before we can be redeemed. 

The Gemora tells us that the first Bais Hamikdash was de-
stroyed because of the three cardinal sins. The second was de-
stroyed because of Sinas Chinam. The Gemora relates that the 
first Bais Hamikdash, because their sin was revealed, the time 
of the Galus was also revealed. Therefore, the Novi clearly 
prophesied that the Galus will end after seventy years. 

However, the second Galus, because their sin wasn’t re-
vealed, the end of the Galus was also not revealed. 

This is difficult to understand. The Gemora clearly spells 
out the sin of the second Bais Hamikdash; sinas chinam, just 
as it spells it out for the first. In what way is he avairah of the 
second mikdash considered unrevealed more than the first?

In Sefer Nitei Gavriel he writes homiletically, that when it 
comes to Sinas Chinam many times we righteously believe 
what we are doing is a mitzva. The Yetzer Hora convinces 
us that it’s a Mitzva and incumbent on us to fight and make 
sure everyone believes and does just as we. Therefore, their 
Aveirah was ‘unrevealed’. An Aveira in which the perpetrator 
believes he is doing a Mitzvah unfortunately has no way out. 
It is even worse than transgressing the three cardinal sins. 

The Gemara at the end of Miseches Taanis relates that 
when Moshiach comes, Hashem will make a large circle of 
all Tzadikim, who will point with their finger stating “this is 
Hashem we have hoped for”. 

Rav Akiva Eiger explains this as follows. All points of a 
circle are of equal distance to the center. All the Tzadikim 
that the Gemorah mentions, represent the different views and 
ways of serving Hashem. Each Tzaadik has his own unique 
style in Avodas Hashem. Nevertheless, when Moshiach will 

recite the Shema twice each day and through these recitals, 
he will remember Har Sinai. He explains that within Kriat 
Shema, you have the first two commandments. The words of 
the Shema are “Shema Yisrael, Hashem Elokeinu, Hashem 
Echad” (“Hear Israel, Hashem is your G-d, Hashem is One”).
The first commandment is “I am Hashem”  which in the 
Shema is conveyed by “Hashem Elokeinu” (“Hashem is our 
G-d”). This is the precept that inculcates into a man’s heart 
that Hashem is our G-d which we know because we heard 
His voice at Har Sinai. The second commandment is “You 
shall have no other gods” which is conveyed with “Hashem 
Echad“(“Hashem is One”. Every time a Jew reads this, it 

should resonate that it is the same awesome voice that was 
heard by Hashem on Har Sinai saying, “You shall have no 
other gods”. The first words of the Shema “Hear Israel” is an 
instruction for one to listen to these words and take them to 
heart. Once reminded of these important precepts, we must 
delve into studying Hashem’s words in order to be able to 
grow spiritually.

The great task associated in ensuring Torah learning is 
a primacy of our lives and protecting our souls.  We should 
constantly reflect on the daily recital of the Shema as a 
reminder to our identity and purpose, furthering the study of 
Torah, and ensuring our survival as the Jewish people. 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein
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come, they will all gather in a circle with the Shechina in the 
center. Each will point to the Shechina in the middle from 
their position, demonstrating that at the end of the day every-
one is of equal distance to the Shechina in the center. From 
each equally-distanced standpoint they will all reach the same 
conclusion - however they got there - “this is Hashem we have 

hoped for”.
The only way to merit redemption is to put our difference 

aside and to bundle up together and to look and  see Hashem - 
‘Yachdav’ - as one combined nation. Then we will merit to be 
redeemed and to serve Hashem ‘biagudah achas’. Bimheira 
biyameinu amein. 

R’ Boruch Steinfeld
LEARNING TORAH

In this week’s Parsha the posuk teaches us in Perek Heh, 
posuk alef that the Jews should keep the laws etc. The lan-

guage used is “Ulmadtem Osam-” you should learn them 
and “Ushmartem Laasosam-” and keep the laws. This is one 
of the places in the Torah that states we are obligated to 
learn Torah. The Gemara in Kiddushin, daf chaf tes explains 
that the chiyuv is on a father to teach his son. However, if 
one’s father does not teach his son, one is obligated to learn 
by himself.

In the Gemara in Menachos, daf tzaddik tes, amud bais 
Reb Yochanan says in the name of Raish Lakish that as long 
as a person reads Shema in the morning and at night he is me-
kayem the commandment of “Lo Yamush-” the Torah should 
not be removed from you.

The Gemara in Nedarim, daf ches, amud alef says that if 
one makes a vow that he will learn a perek, it is consi dered 
a binding vow. The Gemara questions this. We find that if 
one makes a neder concerning a mitzva that he is required to 
do Min HaTorah, the vow is not binding since the vow we 
all took upon ourselves at Har Sinai preceded this vow. Why 
does this vow of learning a perek turn out to be binding? 
The Gemara responds that since one may be yotze the Mitz-
va of Limud HaTorah by just saying Shema in the morning 
and evening, if one vows that he will learn a perek, it is bind-
ing. This is the way Rashi explains the Gemara.

The Ran argues and says that one has a constant chi-
yuv of learning Torah as the posuk uses the term, “Veshi-
nantam.” The Torah has to be so fluid that when one is 
asked anything he can respond without hesitation or stutter. 

The Ran explains the Gemara differently as the posuk says 
we need to learn in the morning and at night; therefore 
the vow is binding as there are times of the day that are 
not included in those times. There is a machlokes between 
the Ran who holds that one is required to learn everything 
all the time, and the other Rishonim who hold that the 
minimum chiyuv is to say shema in the morning and at night.

The Gemara in Yuma, daf yud tes, amud bais points out 
that the Torah uses the terminology of “Vedibarta Bam,” one 
may only speak words of Torah and not other words. The 
question arises according to those who hold that the mini-
mal chiyuv is to just say Shema in the morning and at night, 
why would he be “oveir” on “vedibarta bam if he speaks 
about other things like “sichas chullin”?

Rashi in Yuma explains that one is not “oveir” if he 
speaks “sichas chullin,” but rather one would be “oveir” if he 
speaks words of lashon hora or words of kallus rosh (making 
fun of people and the like). Rabbeinu Chananel explains it 
a bit differently. If one is actually learning and interrupts 
his learning to speak about mundane things, then he would 
be “oveir” on “Vedibarta bam.”

In any case we see the great “chashivus” of learning To-
rah. We need to learn without interruption. Let us hope that 
by learning Torah we will merit to do it in the Bais Hamik-
dash. Amen. 

Do you have a topic or discussion you want to read 
about? Please send comments or questions to hymanbs-
dhevens@gmail.com or Berachsteinfeldscorner@gmail.
com
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